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Abstract. The everlasting competition between investing strategies has
seen a remarkable impulse after automated trading algorithms took their
place. Any failure in this kind of algorithms may end up implying huge
monetary losses. Because of that, these systems may represent an important application of formal methods. Furthermore, considering the inherent uncertainty of stock markets and the usual imprecision in the
definition of many investment strategies, any attempt to model these
software systems is very challenging. In this paper we propose a complete framework, built upon the formalism of fuzzy automata, that can
be used to define and evaluate a variety of automatic trading strategies
based on the observation of candlestick patterns.
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Introduction

The use of models helps to develop more reliable systems. This claim is wellknown in most engineering disciplines [25]. It is interesting to realize that in
Computer Science, despite the complexity of the current systems, it is not assumed that a blueprint should be used to guide the development process [22].
There is plenty of work in the academia introducing different approaches and
techniques to support the formal development of computer systems and validate
the correctness of the developed systems [11]. We think that the lack of good
tools to support the theoretical approaches is an important deterrent to achieve
a widespread use of formal methods in industry, although there are some remarkable experiences [3, 23, 30]. Therefore, our first aim when introducing a new
formalism should be to provide tools to support its use.
There are many situations where the development of a system inherently
needs to consider imprecise information. For example, this is the case if we have
?
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to represent a simple system just tossing a coin. In order to formally design
and analyze this kind of systems, fuzzy logic [34, 35] is very useful because, in
addition to having an underlying mathematical theory, it has been shown that
it can appropriately model systems where we need to use a certain degree of
imprecision. We are interested in equipping a classical formalism with fuzzy
logic capabilities so that we can model imprecision. Fortunately, there are many
variants fuzzifying variants of finite automata [1, 13, 28, 29, 33]. Our previous
work [6, 8, 9], which we use as initial step of the formalism presented in this
paper, was built on top of these approaches and introduced a fuzzy version of
classical Mealy machines. We successfully used our formalism to analyze heart
data, extracted from electrocardiograms, in order to detect abnormal behaviors.
The next step in our research is to evaluate the versatility of our framework.
In previous work we focused on the behaviour of medical systems. In this paper
we consider a completely different field of application: we study how our framework can be used to specify a simple trading system and evaluate its suitability.
To be more precise, since we do not need a formalism as expressive as the one
that we used before, we will consider a fuzzy variant of Moore machines, a formalism slightly simpler than Mealy machines. We will present a simple trading
model where we analyse the values of a certain stock, given as candlesticks, in
order to detect a certain pattern. Candlesticks include four different pieces of
information concerning how a certain stock was trading during a day. The body
of the candlestick denotes the gap between the open and closing prices of the
analysed stock. A green/red color denotes that the first price was lower/higher
than the second one. In addition, the shadow of the candlestick shows the high
and low prices for the session. Figure 1 shows the candlesticks corresponding to
twenty sessions of the Apple stock.
Currently, there exists a rich literature explaining in detail trading strategies
based on the observation of candlesticks patterns [5, 31]. In this paper, our main
goal is not to specify a complex strategy but to show how our framework can
encompass in a simple way a whole family of strategies, so that the user can finetune certain parameters according to the specific stock of interest. Specifically,
we will define a framework where investment decisions will be based on the
detection of hammers. A hammer is observed when a stock trades during a
session significantly lower than its opening, but within the session is able to
close near opening price. In order to consider that a candlestick has a hammer
shape, it is usually assumed that the lower shadow must be at least twice the
size of its body. The strategy looking for hammers considers that they mark a
possible bottom in the value of a stock. More precisely, this strategy considers
that the price of the stock might rise after we observe a hammer preceded by a
sequence, at least three, of sessions where the value of the stock has declined.
In this paper we present a new formalism, a natural evolution and simplification of previous work, to represent fuzzy systems and apply it to specify a
parametric strategy to trade a stock taking into account the occurrence of hammers in candlesticks series. Our model is parametric because it allows to trade
different percentages of the total bankroll in a single operation. In the simplified
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version, n = 1, the investor buys/sell the complete bankroll in each single operation. For a general value of n ∈ N, at a certain point of time the investor has, for
n−m
a certain 0 ≤ m ≤ n, m
in liquidity.
n of the bankroll invested in a stock and
n
1
A single operation will buy/sell stock for n of the bankroll. The framework is
fully supported by a tool that allows users to process candlesticks information
so that different strategies can be backtested.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review basic
concepts from fuzzy theory and introduce a variant of fuzzy automata, based
on Moore machines, that is particularly well suited for the definition of trading
strategies. In Section 3 we show how our formalism can represent candlesticks
and patterns associated with different types of hammers. In Section 4 we present
our strategy. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions and sketch some
lines for future work.

2

Fuzzy Moore machines

In this section we review some concepts associated with the definition of fuzzy
automata and present our new formalism. The interested reader is referred to our
previous work [8, 9] for more details. Fuzzy relations play the role of applying soft
constraints. This is made by setting some δ, which expresses the level of tolerance
that can be afforded when applying the given constraint. This means that, given
some crisp relation, such as x ≤ y, the fuzzy relation will partially hold even
when x > y, provided that the difference between x and y is still lower than δ.
More precisely, in this specific example, we define a function R × R −→ [0, 1] to
be the fuzzy version of the x ≤ y relation:
δ

x≤y ≡





1
δ+y−x
δ

0

if x < y
if y ≤ x ≤ y + δ
if y + δ < x

Similarly, we can define the fuzzy analogous of the x ≥ y and x = y relations:
δ

x≥y ≡





δ

x=y ≡









1
δ+x−y
δ

0
0

x−y+δ
δ
−x+y+δ
δ

0

if x > y
if y ≥ x ≥ y − δ
if y − δ > x
if
if
if
if

x≤y−δ
y−δ <x≤y
y <x≤y+δ
y+δ <x

In addition to fuzzy versions of the usual arithmetic relations, we need a
fuzzy version of Boolean relations such that partially true statements can be
joined together, forming logical conjunctions. The fuzzy analogous of the crisp
Boolean conjunction is the concept of triangular norms, also known as t-norms.
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Definition 1. A t-norm is a function
4 : [0, 1] × [0, 1] −→ [0, 1]
satisfying the following properties:
–
–
–
–

Commutativity: x 4 y = y 4 x for all x, y ∈ [0, 1].
Associativity: (x 4 y) 4 z = x 4 (y 4 z) for all x, y, z ∈ [0, 1].
Identity: 1 4 a = a for all a ∈ [0, 1].
Monotonicity: if x1 ≤ y1 and x2 ≤ y2 then we have x1 4 x2 ≤ y1 4 y2 for
all x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ∈ [0, 1].

In this paper we will consider only the Hamacher t-norm, defined as (x, y) 7→
This t-norm happens to be strictly monotonic, which means that the ≤
signs are actually strict < signs in the monotonicity condition.
xy
x+y−xy .

The goal of introducing these notions is to finally have a fuzzy way to impose
constraints on the behaviour of the system under certain inputs. These fuzzy
constraints are defined as follows:
Definition 2. A fuzzy constraint is a formula consisting of fuzzy relations, possibly combined with t-norms, which may contain free variables and constant values within the [0, 1] interval.
Next, we will discuss the way in which we decided to fuzzify the usual notions
brought from automata theory. In order to fix the alphabet, a distinction between input and output actions was used in our previous work. This distinction
is useful to specify the way in which certain system outputs correspond to the
given inputs. The way in which outputs are raised upon traversing some particular transition between states bears a slight resemblance with classical Mealy
machines. It is at this point where we diverge from previous work: while we still
want the model to serve as a specification of the correspondence between inputs
and outputs, we will make no distinction between the symbols of the alphabet.
Instead of that, each state of the automaton will be associated with a particular
output value. This value will be raised every time that this state is traversed.
With this distinction, the proposed formalism can be seen as a fuzzified version
of Moore machines. Therefore, we will define our alphabet to be the set of events
in our model.
Definition 3. An event is a collection of variables, which are instantiated by the
environment according to some predefined set of observations and expressions,
together with a fuzzy constraint whose free variables are those variables. We
identify each event with a name preceded by the # symbol.
Let us illustrate this concept with an example that will be later used in the
proposed model.
Example 1. We will denote by #opportunityCost the event consisting in an
empty set of variables together with the constant constraint whose truth value
is always 0.7.
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Now, we have the elements to define our version of fuzzy Moore machine.
Definition 4. A fuzzy Moore machine is a tuple
(S, E, 4, f, s0 , T )
whose components denote:
–
–
–
–

S is a finite set of states.
E is a finite set of events.
4 is a strictly monotonic t-norm.
f is a function taking a state from S and returning its associated output
value.
– s0 is the initial state.
– T ⊆ S × E × S is the set of transitions.

The semantics of these machines is quite intuitive. The action of the environment must be formalized as a sequence of functions O1 , . . . , On mapping each
expression to its instantiation value at the n-th time step. Having defined this,
the satisfaction degree of an event #ev at a time step n, denoted by µn (#ev),
will be defined in the natural way (the explicit formal definition can be found in
our previous work [8]).
Finally, let us define some notation to establish the correspondence between
observed events and produced outputs.
Definition 5. Let F = (S, E, 4, f, s0 , T ) be a fuzzy Moore machine, s1 , · · · , sn
be a sequence of states in S and #ev1 , · · · , #evn be a sequence of events. If for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have that k := µk (#evk ) > 0 and (sk−1 , #evk , sk ) ∈ T then
we write
#ev1 , · · · , #evn ⇒ f (s1 ), · · · , f (sn )
where the value of  is given by 1 4 · · · 4 n .

3

Modeling candlestick patterns

In this section we will show how fuzzy constraints can be used to give a formal
definition of various candlesticks patterns. Since the formalism is open to different ways in which the environment may instantiate the parameters of each
individual observation, in this section we will review the basic elements present
in our trading environment and discuss the precise definition of the observations
that will be later used to define our model in Section 4. The definition of the
observations is expressed in a formal language based on arithmetic expressions.
We think that this formal language is expressive enough to define almost any
possible trading strategy.
First, we will assume that we can obtain the open, close, high and low value
of the stock under consideration on any day prior to the current, n-th, day. Note
that this information is indeed freely available from multiple sources (including
the Nasdaq website and The Wall Street Journal).
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Fig. 1. Candlesticks chart from Apple.

Definition 6. Let k be a natural number and let e be an expression of the form
(open|close|high|low) ∼ k. We denote by On (e) the corresponding value at the
day n − k.
We can extend the O notation to any arithmetical expression in a compositional way. Let e, e1 , e2 be expressions of the previous form, ¬ be an unary
arithmetic operator and # be a binary operator. Then we have
On (¬e) = ¬On (e)

and

On (e1 # e2 ) = On (e1 ) # On (e2 )

Similarly, we will also consider real valued constant expressions. Finally, We
define an observation to be any composition of these expressions.
t
u
The expressive power of these formulas can be shown with a couple of illustrative examples.
Example 2. The difference between the value of the asset at the market close of
the last two days can be expressed with the following formula:
(close ∼ 1) − (close ∼ 2)
A moving average of the midpoint of the range of prices of each time interval
can be expressed as follows:
low∼1+high∼1
2

+

low∼2+high∼2
2

+

low∼3+high∼3
2

3
In order to define our strategy, we need to provide a formal definition of
the shape of a hammer pattern and the one corresponding to a doji pattern.
Since both patterns are based on the relative size of the components of the
candlestick, we will define them by using fuzzy constraints defined over relative
size observations.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
relopen 0.01 0.11 0.67 0.89 1.00 0.13 0.02 0.73 0.77 0.70 0.91 0.13 0.20 0.49 0.00 0.76 0.56 0.16 0.80 0.17
relclose 0.70 0.83 0.37 0.15 0.09 0.76 0.91 0.11 0.24 0.45 0.69 0.99 0.76 0.92 1.00 0.11 0.86 0.75 0.60 0.62
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
hammer 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.55 0.04 0.13 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.08 0.43 0.08
doji
0.01 0.00 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.11 0.23 0.65 0.68 0.00 0.20 0.38 0.00 0.07 0.56 0.15 0.71 0.35

Table 1. Relopen and relclose corresponding to Figure 1 (top) and satisfaction degree
of hammer and doji patterns in candlesticks corresponding to Figure 1 (bottom)

Definition 7. We define the relopen observation by the formula:
open ∼ 1 − low ∼ 1
high ∼ 1 − low ∼ 1
We define the relclose observation by the formula:
close ∼ 1 − low ∼ 1
high ∼ 1 − low ∼ 1
In Table 1 (top) we see the relopen and relclose values corresponding to
the candlesticks shown in Figure 1.
Once these relative size observations have been defined, we can give a fuzzy
definition of hammer and doji patterns.
Definition 8. The grade of confidence associated with the event of observing a
hammer is given by the fuzzy constraint
0.7

relopen ≥ 0.8

0.7

4 relclose = 1

Similarly, the grade of confidence associated with the event of observing a doji
is given by the fuzzy constraint
relopen = relclose

0.7

In Table 1 (bottom) we show the grade of confidence of each candlestick
shown in Figure 1 being a hammer and a doji.

4

Strategy definition and evaluation

In this section we present a basic trading strategy, using our formalism, and
show how a candlestick pattern recognition approach can be defined. In figure 2
we show the outline of our model, where some parameters of the corresponding
automaton have been removed for the sake of clarity. First, we would like to
mention that this model has only three states. Note that the numbers inside the
states do not represent the name of the state but its associated output value.
This means that a model might have different states associated to the same
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output value, which can be useful when modelling systems in which there are
situations that are fundamentally different but may imply the same outcome.
The three possible outcomes of our model, that is, the values of the set {0, 12 , 1},
encode the proportion of money invested in the stock under consideration. For
example, an outcome of 1 at a given time indicates that we can invest all our
available funds in the corresponding stock. On the contrary, an outcome of 0
indicates that we have to sell all our investment in the considered stock. The
implications of a 12 outcome are a little bit more subtle. Since the value of the
stocks is asked to be equal to that of the available cash, a raise in the price of
the asset can imply a sell order, while a fall in its price should imply a buy order.
The initial state of our model is the one associated with a 0 outcome, meaning
that the strategy starts with the account owning no stocks and, therefore, full
liquidity. In this simple model, we assume that we only sell stocks that have
been previously bought, ruling out the possibility of short selling. In order to
illustrate our model, in this paper we have considered as stock of interest Apple
Inc. (denoted by AAPL).
As mentioned in Section 3, the key element of our strategy is the observation
of hammer patterns. Since an observation of a hammer after a downtrend may
predict the reversal of the trend, the strategy will be based on waiting until one
of these patterns appears. If a hammer appears, then there are two situations:
the trend before it may be falling or not. In the first case, we want to buy as many
stocks as possible, hence a transition moving to the 1 state is triggered. In the
second case, we have to balance whether the risk of buying after no downtrend
is too high or not. If it is not, then only a half of the available cash will be spent,
so that a transition moving to the 21 state will be triggered.
The way in which our formalism manages these decisions is, as explained in
Section 2, to assign a confidence value to each possible sequence of outputs. After
each time step, the current state associated with the highest grade of confidence
is the one producing the output. In this case, that output is the target amount
of capital that should be invested in the stock.
The described strategy has been successfully implemented and its python
source code is available on github (https://github.com/FINDOSKDI/trading).
The source code is an adaptation of the one from our previous tool, AUNTY [7],
which was used to represent and execute models of our other version of this
formalism, based on fuzzy Mealy machines. The code of the tool, without its
graphical user interface, was inserted into a jupyter notebook, as shown in Figure 4, and adapted in order for it to be able to connect with OHLC datasets
contained in pandas DataFrames.
It is worth to mention that our framework is integrated with quantopian,
as shown in Figure 3. After each trading interval, the quantopian algorithm
API provides a DataFrame with historical data corresponding to the previous
intervals. This DataFrame is then fed to the automaton, which establishes the
most suitable execution corresponding to that DataFrame and all previous ones.
Then, the final state of that execution raises its corresponding output value,
which signals the desired trading order to the quantopian algorithm API.
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Fig. 2. Topology of our model.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have used a variant of fuzzy automata to represent a simple
trading system where decisions about trading are fuzzy. The trading strategy
is based on the observation of hammers, an indicator of a change of trend. Our
strategy is parameterised so that the user can choose the portion of the available
bankroll and portfolio that can be traded in a single operation. In order to
ensure the usability of our model, the system is fully implemented, including
the connection with quantopian to incorporate real data about candlesticks, and
freely available.
This is only our initial step in this line of work and, therefore, there are many
potential ways to continue our research in this field. A first group of improvements can target the usefulness of the model by incorporating more complicated
features. Among them, we would like to introduce ways to calibrate beta, consider variations than can balance the investment between different stocks, strategies to optimize the conformation of the portfolio and introduce hard constraints
regarding stop losses. In order to implement these improvements, we will consider as initial steps previous work at the implementation level, where different
strategies are implemented in python [20], and at the specification level, using
other appropriate high level formalisms [2, 4, 24].
A second group of improvements consider a more focused, and formal, analysis of the information. Specifically, in this paper we have presented a formalism
to represent trading systems but we have not considered approaches to formally
analyse these systems and to decide whether a certain real system (in this case,
a certain stock) follows the behaviour specified by the system. First, we would
like to take into account time and probabilities in a more formal approach.
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Fig. 3. Formalism integration with quantopian.

Fig. 4. Fragment of code from our framework, being integrated in a jupyter notebook.

In particular, we would like to establish whether the quotes of a certain stock
timely/probabilistically conforms to a trading strategy [19, 32]. In this line of
work, we would like to use formal testing approaches to analyse the relation
between a stock and a trading strategy. Interestingly enough, we cannot use
classical testing approaches where the tester interacts with the system because
they would be unrealistic: except in very restricted markets, a typical trader
cannot strongly influence a stock. Therefore, we need to use a passive approach
where the tester observes the system without interacting with it [17, 26, 27]. Similarly, we need to use approaches to test in the distributed architecture [16, 18]
because real-time data can be collected from sources distributed along different
physical locations. We would also like to use recent work on testing from FSMs
using Information Theory [21] to evaluate the likelyhood of fault masking in the
studied strategies. Finally, we would like to consider recent work on mutation
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testing [10, 12, 14, 15] to assess the validity of a given strategy when compared
to likely worse ones given by mutants.
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